Caminar is dedicated to improving the quality of life for people with disabilities by providing opportunities to live with dignity and independence in the community.

Adrienne who works for Bon Appetite at Oracle is part of the 80% of people placed by Caminar’s Jobs Plus program who have kept their jobs for at least one year.
Letter from the CEO

This year marked Caminar’s 50th anniversary of providing community-based support services for transition age youth and adults with mental, physical, and developmental disabilities. Reflecting on the many lives transformed through Caminar’s mission, I am immensely honored to serve as CEO and to thank you — our community — for making our work possible.

Since our beginnings in 1964, Caminar’s recovery treatment and support services have expanded dramatically. This past year we reached almost 2,500 unduplicated individuals across five counties in the greater San Francisco Bay Area. Every day, Caminar’s staff works with passion, care and skill to improve the lives of thousands of people with mental illness. Our 50th anniversary tagline says it all: “SAVING LIVES FOR FIFTY YEARS, FROM CRISIS TO INDEPENDENCE.”

Celebrating this milestone at Levi’s Stadium, home of the San Francisco 49ers, on September 25th, Caminar was acknowledged for its role as a leading nonprofit mental health provider in the Bay Area. (See article on page 8).

Caminar is so much more than just a mental health service provider because we understand that the brain and body act as one dynamic system that cannot be treated separately. We place emphasis on providing services to the “whole person” through integrated primary and mental health care, which will continue to set us apart as we transition through health care reform.

Much of Caminar’s success over the last five decades has been made possible by significant support from our government funders. From the beginning, the leaders of San Mateo County and its Behavioral Health Department have believed in our work, our clients, and the impact we’re having in their lives. We are very grateful to county partners such as San Mateo County Supervisor Don Horsley, who is pictured right with Board President Dennis Pantano. Also pictured is Floyd Gonella, former San Mateo County superintendent with wife Margaret Taylor, former director of the San Mateo County Health Department, and County Manager John Maltbie supporting Caminar at its 50th Anniversary Celebration. We are deeply appreciative of all the valuable partnerships we have formed and look forward to providing services to those who need them most for the next 50 years!

Charles “Chip” Huggins
Chief Executive Officer
159 individuals assisted in gaining competitive employment through Jobs Plus

100% of clients in transitional housing were discharged to a lower level of care after treatment

2,445 unduplicated individuals served

47 case management clients graduated from mental health services

43 case management clients “stepped down” to decreased levels of care

$11.34 is the average hourly wage for individuals employed through Jobs Plus

75% of Caminar clients are homeless at the time of referral; 100% of supported housing clients kept their residences for at least 12 months
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**Numbers of Clients Served: 2,033**
2012 – 2013

- San Mateo: 882
- Solano: 662
- Butte: 161
- Jobs Plus: 328

**Agency Expense**

- Program Service: 88%
- Management & General: 11%
- Fundraising: 1%

**Agency Revenue**

- Resident Contribution: 7%
- Program Service Income: 8%
- Gov’t Contracts - San Mateo Region: 50%
- Gov’t Contracts - Solano Region: 23%
- Gov’t Contracts - Butte Region: 2%
- Gov’t Contracts - Jobs Plus: 4%
- Donations & Grants: 3%
- In Kind Revenues: 2%
- Miscellaneous Revenues: 1%

**2014 Revenue vs. Expense**

- Revenue: $17.5 million
- Expenses: $17.3 million

**Numbers of Clients Served: 2,445**
2013 – 2014

- San Mateo: 890
- Solano: 834
- Butte: 138
- Jobs Plus: 583
Meet Christopher Jump

If you attended Caminar’s 50th Anniversary Celebration this past September, you heard from a remarkable individual, Christopher Jump. That night, Christopher shared his inspiring story of recovery with a crowd of over 475 people. For those who missed his compelling speech, we would like to share his story here.

Christopher first experienced extreme sadness at the age of five. He thought everyone felt this way and he hoped he would outgrow what he later learned was depression. As he grew older he continued to think his condition would pass and, wanting to avoid medication, he did not seek treatment. Eventually, self-inflicted injuries and suicide attempts led him to get the support he needed.

Christopher joined the Caminar family almost 13 years ago when he became a resident at Redwood House, one of Caminar’s crisis residential homes. Once he was able to leave Redwood House, Christopher received services through Caminar’s case management programs, and then went on to enroll in Caminar’s supported education program in conjunction with College of San Mateo. There, Christopher discovered his life’s calling — telling his personal story to help others with mental illness. Through Caminar’s Jobs Plus program, Christopher went on to gain full time employment speaking publicly in a field he cares about deeply.

Christopher currently assists people who are on the road to recovery from mental illness in his job as program coordinator at Heart and Soul, a mental health organization in San Mateo. He feels his choice to help others is a way of “giving back” for the invaluable help he received through Caminar’s many services.

Caminar is proud to know that through our clinical support, stable housing, supported education, and vocational assistance, Christopher has made the journey to a fulfilling livelihood and become a contributing member of the community.

Congratulations, Christopher, and thank you for sharing your story!
Right: Caminar staff at 50th Anniversary Celebration event at Levi’s Stadium. Opposite page: (L-R) Ted Robinson, Master of Ceremonies; Shelly Berg, Grammy nominated pianist; Tom Scott, Grammy award winning Saxophonist.
The genesis of Caminar was in 1964 when thousands of people with mental illness moved from locked hospital settings into community based housing. To help with this unprecedented transition, doctors, psychiatrists and community advocates opened El Camino House in Belmont, CA for 41 individuals who were leaving institutions and reintegrating back into society.

Now, 50 years later, Caminar for Mental Health is a full-service organization serving almost 2,500 people annually in five Bay Area counties. To celebrate this remarkable milestone, Caminar hosted an unforgettable event at Levi’s Stadium on September 25, 2014 for over 475 friends, employees, and supporters of the organization.

Guests began their evening with tours of the new facility; sponsors were invited to the roof deck to enjoy cocktails, appetizers, and splendid views. The celebration continued with tunes from talented vocalist Tim Hockenberry, followed by three-time Grammy award winner, Tom Scott on his saxophone. Sensational violinist and two-time Grammy award winner Mark O’Connor and his fiancé, Maggie Dixon, set the mood during dinner and later, legendary pianist Shelly Berg offered a dazzling performance. Shelly also mesmerized the crowd with an account of his personal connection to mental illness, as he has suffered from Turret’s Syndrome for most of his life.

Equally compelling was the retrospective video of Caminar as told by Eunice Kushman, and personal stories of recovery that Carmen Lee and Christopher Jump courageously shared with the audience.

Finally, Leo Vigil and the Rockin’ Horns closed out the evening with covers of Chicago; Earth, Wind and Fire; and other favorites. Caminar was delighted to welcome hundreds of new friends into the family of advocates and supporters to the cause of mental illness — and grateful to tally the evening’s gross revenue at more than $420,000 toward Caminar’s programs. On behalf of our Board of Directors, clients, and staff, thank you for being on our team as we continue our challenging, yet fulfilling, good work!
Jobs Plus

Caminar’s Jobs Plus program provides opportunities for job placement, training, and supported employment services to individuals with disabilities in San Mateo, Santa Clara, San Francisco, Solano and Butte counties.

Prior to enrolling in Jobs Plus, approximately 70% of our clients have been out of work for the past 10 years due to their disability. With the support of our dedicated Jobs Plus team, 90% of our clients have secured gainful employment and kept their jobs for 90 days, and 80% for over one year. This year, Caminar placed 159 clients in competitive employment, 52 more than last year, and the average wage for our clients is $11.34 per hour. Countless clients have expressed how much having a job has improved their independence, sense of purpose, and overall quality of life.

Job Plus Employers*

Bed Bath & Beyond  
Big O Tires  
Cinemark  
City College of San Francisco  
Dignity Health Medical Foundation  
Food Maxx  
Game Stop  
Goodwill Industries  
Hertz Rent-a-Car  
Home Depot  
Jamba Juice  
Kohl’s  
Lowes  
Marshalls  
Massage Envy  
Orchard Supply Hardware  
Ross  
Salvation Army  
San Francisco Food Bank  
San Jose Medical Group  
Six Flags Discovery Kingdom  
Sunrise Assisted Living  
Sur La Table  
Target  
Trader Joe’s  
Tutor Works  
YMCA

*Partial list. For complete list visit www.caminar.org

Jerry, Jobs Plus client and employee of Trader Joe’s.
Supported Housing

An astounding 75% of clients are homeless at the time of their referral to Caminar. Fortunately, our Supported Housing programs in San Mateo, Solano and Butte counties work tirelessly to combat this challenge through strong partnerships with local Housing Authority divisions and by teaching independent living skills at our residential treatment homes. We assist clients in accessing federal housing subsidy programs such as Shelter Plus Care and Section 8, and when subsidized programs are not an option, we work with local property owners to find our clients low-cost, permanent housing. Additionally, our four crisis and transitional residential programs helped 370 residents last year manage their psychiatric symptoms and develop the basic skills necessary to live independently in the community of their choice.

In 2013-14, 100% of Caminar clients who enrolled in our Supported Housing program have kept their residences for at least one year. That is one whole year they may have otherwise been on the streets without a place to call home or without a place to start their recovery.

Supported Education

Our Supported Education program is for individuals with disabilities who wish to pursue post-secondary education. We collaborate with San Mateo County Behavioral Health and Recovery Services and College of San Mateo to assist participants with everything from registration to educational accommodations and on-campus counseling and support. This program also has a specialized certification program for Peer Counseling and offers classes in transitioning to college. Last year 106 youth and adults with long histories of academic challenges and failures accessed Caminar’s supported education program to gain the confidence and skills they need to rebuild their academic careers and take important steps toward reaching their potential. We are proud of our students for taking the courageous step of pursuing education and, often, becoming the first generation in their family to pursue an education beyond high school.
It’s no secret that our physical and mental health go hand in hand; yet it’s rare to find service providers that truly, seamlessly combine these two treatment areas. Caminar’s Bridges to Wellness (BTW) program cares for the “whole person,” integrating primary care and mental health treatment for approximately 110 adults with mental illness in San Mateo County. Pioneered by Caminar in 2011, BTW has proven to be highly successful in reducing preventable medical conditions and improving health behaviors.

Janet entered the BTW program at age 55. In addition to her diagnoses of schizophrenia and depression, Janet had serious health conditions — morbid obesity, hypertension, and potential diabetic and cardiovascular issues. She lived a sedentary lifestyle, experienced chronic pain, and expressed feelings of hopelessness.

During the two years that Janet participated in BTW, her health and lifestyle changed dramatically. She began attending BTW groups such as diabetic management, nutrition awareness, exercise promotion, and smoking cessation, which brought about notable improvements in her overall health. With her own determination and the support of the BTW program, Janet lost more than 100 pounds through health education, better eating habits, and greater physical activity. Her tobacco use diminished significantly. As Janet’s risk for cardiovascular problems decreased (hypertension and chronic pain both resolved), her mood improved. Janet is well on her way to living a longer, more healthful life!

Janet is one of the numerous BTW participants who are experiencing life-changing results, thanks to previous and current supporters such as the Peninsula Health Care District, Sequoia Healthcare District, Kaiser Permanente, Mills Peninsula Health Services, and the Carl Gellert and Celia Berta Gellert Foundation. Caminar endeavors to expand BTW services to Caminar’s thousands of clients, improving lives, one “whole person” at a time.

Top: Mary Silva, RN with a Bridges to Wellness group demonstrating a healthy meal. Bottom: Mary with client Paulette.
Olivos is Caminar’s private-pay psychiatric and psychosocial program which utilizes innovative, evidence-based practices to improve clients’ overall health and wellness. A psychologist, psychiatrist, care manager, registered nurse, outpatient therapist, job developer, educator and peer specialist compose the team who collaborate to provide a full range of services. Olivos provides comprehensive concierge-level care that can be tailored to fit diverse needs, ranging from psychiatric emergencies to life coaching. Our services also empower individuals through opportunities in the community such as employment, education, volunteering and social activities, providing resources to engage and succeed in these activities. Olivos works with individuals and their support systems to help build and sustain the lives they desire with direction and purpose while managing their health.

Jessica’s Journey with Olivos

Jessica has accomplished a lot in her life; she has a Bachelor’s degree as well as a nursing certificate. Yet during early childhood, Jessica suffered from PTSD, depression and low self-worth. Beginning at age 8, Jessica received care through hospitalizations, residential treatment centers, therapy, and psychiatry. Two years ago Jessica came to Olivos depressed, anxious, addicted to pain medication, and experiencing conflict in her family and personal life.

Olivos provided Jessica an environment where she could feel safe and begin her journey to recovery and healing. By reconciling damaged relationships with her family and friends, she started rebuilding her life and now even has the romantic relationship she has been seeking. Through Olivos’ encouragement and support, Jessica has overcome her pain medication addiction, gone back to school, volunteered and worked in two different jobs and is currently completing a peer counseling certificate. Jessica has spent the last two years out of the hospital, developing healthy coping and life-skills, managing her symptoms, decreasing her medications and living with purpose. When Jessica first came to Olivos she required our highest level of care; today she receives our lowest level of care and is on her way to independence.
**Funders, Sponsors & Donors: FY 2013-14**

**Government Funders**
Butte County Department of Behavioral Health  
City of Chico  
County of San Mateo - SamTrans  
County of San Mateo Behavioral Health and Recovery Services  
Federal Department of Education  
Federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD)  
FEMA – Federal Emergency Management Agency (In-kind contributions)  
Peninsula Health Care District  
SAMSHA (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration) - PATH and MHBG (Community Mental Health Services Block Grant)  
Sequoia Healthcare District  
Solano County Mental Health Services  
State of California, Department of Developmental Services  
State of California, Department of Rehabilitation  
USDA – U.S. Department of Agriculture (in-kind contributions)

**Over $20,000**
Bothin Foundation  
Genentech Foundation  
John and Marcia Goldman Foundation  
Michelson Foundation  
Bernard H. Newcomb Foundation  
Steve and Patty Porter  
Ken and Ann Stinson  
Roy and Carol Whitfield

**$10,000-$20,000**
Charles and Ann Johnson Foundation  
Margoes Foundation  
Mills-Peninsula Health Services  
Palo Alto Community Fund  
Ted and Mary Robinson  
Silicon Valley Community Foundation  
SVCF Hurlbut-Johnson Fund  
Taube Foundation

**$5,000-9,999**
Anonymous  
Wendell and Celeste Birkhofer  
Brad and Pam Ehikian  
Chip and Pam Huggins  
Scott Kovalik and Steven Starker  
George and Karen McCown  
Bill and Betsy Pace  
Dennis and Margaret Pantano  
Safeway Foundation  
SAMCAR  
Thelma Doelger Charitable Trust  
Mo and Vivienne Virani  
Wells Fargo Foundation  
Michelle Leu Zaccone

**$1,000-$4,999**
Alex Bedrosian  
Stephen Bellumori  
Bohanon Foundation  
Terry and Christine DeVoto  
Stanley Dirks  
Gary Filizetti  
Carl Gellert and Celia Gellert  
Foundation  
Ned and Erin Mathes  
Richard H. McKannay Jr.  
Stephen Ng  
Stuart and Debbie Rosenberg  
Ted Stinson  
Tom and Nancy Suiter  
Ted’s Village Pharmacy  
Mary Bee Thrasher  
Paula Uccelli  
United American Bank  
Walsh Carter and Associates  
Steve and Pat Way  
Joseph Zaccone

**$500-$999**
Anonymous  
Berger Lewis Accountancy Corporation  
Robert and Kathy Feldman  
Lauren and Peter Freer  
Suzan Getchell-Wallace  
Eric and Elaine Hahn  
Sam and Marie Koerner  
League for Service - Episcopal Church of St. Matthews  
John Lovewell  
Lynn Olson  
Steve Pogue  
Sarhaddi Pharmaceutical Inc.  
Richard and Shelby Van Doren

**$100-$499**
Allen and Yvonne Albrecht  
Anonymous  
Bill and Miki Armstrong  
Mary Bates  
Mike Biggar  
Beverly Blengino  
Lynette Caron  
Joan Cassman  
John and Reagene Castle  
Anthony and Brenda Clark  
Stanley and Nancy Conte  
Betty Daflquist  
James and Mary DeMartini  
Dennis and Jean Disalvo  
Daniel Mathalon and Judith Ford  
David and Jane Gildea  
Elizabeth Haning  
Karl Hansen  
Richard Hardegee  
Gayle Hartd  
Diana Hopper  
Don and Elaine Horsley  
Robert and Marjorie Howe  
Lawrence Ianni  
Linda Jesmok  
Lia Kison  
KJ Design Group  
Eunice Kushman  
Kevin and David Leininger  
J. Mai  
Grant and Domonique Matthews  
Michael and Susan Matthews  
Noel McCarthy  
Andrew Menkes and Barbara Patterson  
Wendy Miller  
Phyllis Moldaw  
Carlos and Cecilia Montalvo  
Tony and Laurie Moraros  
Nancy Noah-Bear  
North Valley Community Foundation  
Ron O’Connell  
Patrick O’Halloran  
Alice Orme  
Barbara F. Otter

**$99 and Less**
Richard Adtekan  
Mary Ellen Ariani  
Catherine Aydelott  
John Barrett, Jr.  
Sherry Barto  
Jay and Mary Bates  
Timothy and Jane Behrens  
James and Christina Bell  
Bobbi Benson  
Jack and Betty Bernstein  
Ron Beridge  
Dora Bertelsen  
Kimberly Birdsal  
Clarrisse Black  
Jay Bolton  
Annida Brunato  
Jeff Byrd  
Carrolyn Canobbio  
Elaine Carubo  
Priscilla Cheng  
Cheryl Chiaplane  
Sharon Chortack

**$99 and Less**
Rick Owen and Cheryl Ammeter  
Owen  
Christina Oxxarart  
Lori Paulin  
Peninsula Health Care District  
Elizabeth Peters  
Richard and Jennifer Pucci  
Russel Pyne  
Mark Regoli  
Stephen Rhodes  
Stacie Robinson-West  
Beverly Ryman  
San Bruno Auto Center  
Calvin Shelton  
Tom Kershman  
Glenn Solomon  
Kenneth and Kathleen Stasun  
Alan and Gloria Stickle  
Mike and Doris Stimson  
Margaret Taylor  
Ben and Nancy Tefertiller  
Jane Vaughan  
Gwynned Vitello  
Craig and Sandra Wallace  
John M. Ward  
Roger Wiere

**$99 and Less**
Cynthia Clementz  
Edward and Gilda Colgan  
Evan Hughes and Linda Craig  
Lelana Crayne  
Steve Crocker  
Jan F. Cummins  
Don and Val Danbrose  
Jerry Deal  
L. Dunne  
Dan and Joan Falkenstein  
Peggy Fallon  
Laura Fernandes  
Fran Ferrando  
Rose Marie Ferrando  
Terrence and Polly Flinn  
Ellyn Freed  
Juliana Fuerbringer  
Nancy Gallagher  
Monica Garcia  
Kevin Gardiner  
Frank and Doreen Gerriy  
Patricia Giorini  
Jean and Jim Goodwine  
Jerry Gosland  
Bruce Grimes  
Rolando and Catherine Haga  
Chuck Hancock  
William Haskins  
Gail Hernandez  
Cynne Herrick  
Sky Hill  
John and Marilyn Horgan  
Diana Hsu  
Sally Hughes  
Gary Hunt  
John and Janet Hunter  
James Hyden  
Sara Jackowitz  
Jane Jackson  
Gregory James  
Robert Jasmer  
Joseph Jerold  
Jen Johnson  
Nancy Kahan  
Bucky and Sally Kahler  
Cohey and Frances Karp  
Larry and Frances Karp  
Carolyn Kiely  
Frank and Ellen Kushin  
Millie Kushman  
Lila La Due
Donations $1,000 and Above

Lil and Jonathan Lasrt
Tom Laursen
Wendy, Luca and James Lee
Marcia Leonhardt
Linda Liebes
Jaunita Lucero
Robert Lulich
James and Joyce Mackey
Ann Mahnken
Louis Maravigcia
Phillip Mathewson and Robert Griffith
John and Patricia Matthews
Valerie McBrady
Bob and Jackie McCormick
Kristin McCormick
Robert McKerroll
Pat McMorrow
Joseph Mello
Gayle, Crossley and George Menzoian
Laura Miller
Robert Mills
Erin, Matt and Morgan Montagne
Carol Mouday
Ed and Claire Nack
Terry and Tim Nagel
Namaste Foundation
Derek Nazarbege
John and Rebecca Nelson
Richard and Avelyn Newman
Frank and Charlene O’Malle
Maggie O’Maly
Teri Osborne
Irene Panagoulias
Suzanne Parsons
Pasta Pomodoro
Andrew and Joyce Perry
Margaret Petit
Marlene Phillipson
Tim Phillipson
Fred and Nancy Pierson
Sidney Poland
Sheryl Pomerenck
Julie and Chris Raithe
Ann Rarden
Don and Jackie Redmond
Florence G. Ribero
Vera Richard
John and Marie Roberts
John and Carlyn Root
Eric Rosentreter

Dorene Roy
Roy Salmin
Sherry P Shamash
Deborah Siegle
Eileen Silver
Gary and Diana Souza
Bill and Doris Spitzig
Jeri Stalford
Jack and Cathy Stanghellini
Joan Stingley
Julie Stogden
Jim and Lisa Sullivan
Chris Takemori
Mary Ann Teixeira
Elaine Thompson
Terry Toney
Stacy and Joseph Vollert
Vicki Vozza
Diane Warner
Gand Warsin
Bill and Patrice Warto
Luiza Watkins
Pat Winans
Jerry Winoes
Eddie Wong
Homer Wong
Precious Wuy
Linda Yates
Albee Zhang

Over $20,000
Steve and Patty Porter
Roy and Carol Whitfield

$15,000-$19,999
ABD Insurance
Bedrosian & Associates

$10,000-$14,999
Anonymous
Carstens Realty
Koret Foundation
Ken and Sue Merrill
Merv and Roz Morris
Judy Swanson

$5,000-$9,999
Joan Bayston
David B. Bohannon Organization
Burr Pilger Mayer, Inc.
Terry and Christine DeVoto
Chip and Pam Huggins
Richard and Linda Leao
George and Karen McCown
Mills Peninsula Health Services
Sheriff Greg Munks and Brenda Munks
Bill and Betsy Pace

$2,000-$4,999
Barulich Dugoni Law Group
Bruce and Lorna Basso
Daryl and Susan Bedrosian
Michael Collopy
John and Marcia Goldman
Guitard Chocolate Company
Kent Chiao and Coco Hassan
Dan and Carol Johndrow
Fred and Gail Kitter
Linda and Richard Leao
Mauna Kea Beach Hotel
Stephen Ng
Philip and Ann Osenberg
Peninsula Health Care District
Ken and Lee Robinson
Stuart and Debbie Rosenberg
Rick and Chick Runkel
Mark Sivara
Michelle Leu Zaccone

$1,000-$1,999
Jim and Marianne Arbeed
Paul and Donna Barulich
Rico and Annabelle Bautista
Ron and Cheryl Bedrosian
Celeste and Wendell Birkhofer
Carla Carstens
Jason Danielson and Freda Scott
Ture and Deborah Elowson
Marc and Pam Caribaldi
Paul and Terri Goehner
Rajiv and Norma Gujral
Robert and Marjorie Howe
Sam and Marie Koerper
Torey Magloth
George and Debbie Montgomery
Tony and Laurie Moraros
Marielle Murphy
Jim and Marilyn Palmer
Patti and Rusty Rueff
Edwin Ryu and Julie Satake Ryu
Susan and Richard Seiler
Rod Sokolov
Ted Stinson
Jane Terry
Ted’s Village Pharmacy
Cindy Thompson
United American Bank
Keith and Lynn Virmoch
James and Connie West
Ronald Wilk and Estela Fabris

CORPORATE & FOUNDATION SPONSORS
HELP US SPREAD THE WORD

about Caminar! We are actively adding fans, friends, followers, and fundraisers and we want you to join us.

@CaminarCal

Caminarformentalhealth

Caminar

Caminar, Inc.

Caminar's Diversity and Equity committee established the LGBTQ group in early 2014. The purpose of the group is to have a safe place for Caminar clients who identify with the LGBTQ community, to link participants with resources, build relationships and get support for current goals.

Note: name of clients in this annual report have been changed to protect anonymity.

CAMINAR WISH LIST

- Van - $30,000
- Couches for residential facilities - $2,000
- Washer and dryer - $2,000
- Musical instruments for group play - $500
- Tickets to social events for clients (plays, musicals, etc.) - $500
- Emergency fund for over-due class registration fees - $350
- Work-Readiness Supplies for certificate program (i.e., Nursing, Cosmetology, etc.) - $300
- Emergency motel vouchers - $150 each
- Art Supplies for Art Therapy - $100
- Taxi vouchers - $25 each